
Wondrous glowing balls and clubs emanate out of the blue 
and are seized by the artists. In almost hypnotic timeless 
dance movements each dazzling form of light gels from 
one into the other.

Fire torches whipping rhythmically through the air 
displaying racing fiery images, accelerating to a cracking 
climax.

The exceptional choreography enchants the audience 
during this wondrous trip through the magical world 
of light and fire.

baila fuego! is a co-production between the professional 
jugglers, Christian Dirr and Michael Wibbelt. 

This show can be easily combined with any of the other 
elements of the Artists extensive repertoire. 

baila fuego! is the ultimate final act for any event.

“With great charm, these two juggle their way 
into the hearts of the audience, who, 
by the end of the performance, are jumping for joy!“ 
(Siegener Zeitung)

EXTRAORDINARY  ORCHESTRATION 
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IMAGINATIVE  PERFORMANCE

W W W . B A I L A - F U E G O . D E

baila fuego! is a exceptional production and 
an imaginative exhibit of top-class juggling, 
accompanied by awe-inspiring and atmospheric music. 

baila fuego! requires:

■  A floor area of at least 5X3 m
■  A height of at least 4 metres
■  A room that can darkened completely 
 and in which it is permitted to light fire 

The gala show – baila fuego!

can be easily combined with any of the other elements 
of the Artists extensive repertoire:
■  Greeting of the guests on stilts 
■  Balloon modelling 
■  Show with comedy, juggling and artistry 
■  baila fuego! – the explosive finale 

We would be happy to send you a program suggestion 
for your event and a price quotation without obligation.

Lets make your event one that will never be forgotten!


